2019 EMMOS Round Table List of questions
For
Who Needs Power Network Security Application?

Considering ISO/RTOs performing system wide real-time and study transmission network security studies and provide important results to transmission operators,

1. What is the justification (or use case) for ISO/RTO electric utility participants to have and run real-time network security applications?

2. What real-time and study applications are essential for electric utilities and why?

3. If you run the applications, do you compare the results with the ISO/RTO application results?

4. Do you use the data from PMUs to validate your applications execution results? How do you use PMU data?

5. Are the results of the security network applications used in your real time operations? Where else the results (real-time and study) are used?

6. What is the recommendation of your ISO/RTO for having TMS with real-time security applications?

7. How satisfied are you with the results of your applications?